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Abstra t
The watershed transform and the morphologi al re onstru tion are two of the most
important operators for image segmentation in the framework of mathemati al morphology. In many situations, the segmentation requires the lassi al watershed transform of
a re onstru ted image. In this paper, we introdu e the IFT{watershed from gray s ale
marker - a method to ompute at the same time, the re onstru tion and the lassi al
watershed transform of the re onstru ted image, without expli it omputation of any
regional minima. The method is based on the Image Foresting Transform (IFT) - a
uni ed and eÆ ient approa h to redu e image pro essing tasks to a minimum- ost path
forest problem in a graph. As additional ontributions, we demonstrate why other reonstru tion algorithms are not watersheds, and present a family of simple, yet eÆ ient
IFT-based watershed algorithms: lassi al, watershed from labeled marker, from binary
marker with on-the- y labeling, and from gray s ale marker with on-the- y labeling and
bounded ost.

watershed transform, image foresting transform, graph-sear h algorithms, minimumost path problems, image segmentation, image analysis, morphologi al re onstru tion.
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Introdu tion

We have developed a method, alled image foresting transform (IFT) [1℄, to redu e image
pro essing problems to a minimum- ost path forest problem in a graph. This approa h provides a mathemati ally sound ommon framework for many image-pro essing operations,
often with onsiderable eÆ ien y gains over published algorithms. It establishes the orre tness of many algorithms that have been published and used without proof; and o ers
guidelines for modifying and generalizing existing operators without loosing their properties.
Thus new image operators an be reated by hanging the parameters of the IFT and/or by
simple modi ations in its general algorithm. Examples of su essful appli ations of the IFT
are boundary tra king, watershed transforms, morphologi al re onstru tions, multi-s ale
skeletonization, fast binary morphologi al operations, multi-s ale shape ltering, Eu lidean
distan e transform, geodesi path omputation, multi-s ale fra tal dimension, and shape
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salien e extra tion [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄. In this paper, we propose a variant of the IFT{watershed
from labeled markers presented by Lotufo and Fal a~o [2℄, alled the IFT{watershed from
gray s ale marker.
The lassi al watershed transform of an input image I usually reates an over-segmented
partition, where the at hment basins are in uen e zones of the regional minima of I , as
pointed by Beu her and Meyer [6℄. In order to redu e the number of at hment basins
in the segmentation, we usually apply to I a morphologi al re onstru tion before the watershed transform. In [2℄, we proposed the IFT{watershed from labeled markers, whi h
omputes the watershed-from-markers transform without requiring minima imposition (see
Figure 1). We presented in [3℄, the relation between watershed-from-markers transform and
morphologi al re onstru tion. In this paper, we demonstrate that the ost map of the IFT
is identi al to the output of the gray s ale image sup-re onstru tion. As a onsequen e,
we show that the proposed method omputes at the same time the morphologi al re onstru tion and the lassi al watershed transform of the re onstru ted image, without expli it
omputation of regional minima (see Figure 2). There are interesting advantages of this
approa h as ompared to the urrent lassi al watershed approa h. It is on eptually solid
with a higher abstra tion level, where the marker is spe i ed by a gray s ale image; it is
faster and simpler by ombining many steps in a single algorithm; and it does not require
expli it omputation of any regional minima 1 .
Labeled
marker

Input image

Minimal
imposition
IFT-watershed
from markers

Watershed
transform

Figure 1: The IFT{watershed from markers does not require minima imposition.
In order to illustrate the advantages of using the IFT to the design of image operators,
parti ulary watershed transforms, this paper presents a family of simple and eÆ ient variations of the IFT-watershed transform: (i) the watershed from labeled markers [2℄, whi h
is being used here to demonstrate that the ost map of the IFT is identi al to the output
of the gray s ale image sup-re onstru tion; (ii) the watershed from gray s ale marker, the
new proposed approa h; (iii) the lassi al watershed, as a parti ular ase of the watershed
from gray s ale marker; (iv) the watershed from gray s ale marker with on-the- y labeling
1

A shorter version of this arti le has been published at [7℄. The present version in ludes new algorithms,

appli ations, and experiments for evaluation in 2D and 3D.
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Figure 2: The IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker omputes the re onstru tion and the
watershed transform of the re onstru ted image, simultaneously.
of at hment basins and bounded ost; and (v) the watershed from binary marker with
on-the- y labeling of at hment basins. Parti ularly (iv) is a very useful approa h to avoid
ost and label propagation in non-relevant regions of the image. This algorithm is used
to ut tou hing binary blobs in the negation of the Eu lidean distan e transform and provides onsiderable speed-up gains over the traditional method. The paper also presents
illustrative appli ations of (ii) and (iv); evaluates the eÆ ien y gains of the IFT-based algorithms (i)-(v) in 2D and 3D, using as referen e the traditional approa h based on immersion
simulations [12℄; and demonstrates why other re onstru tion algorithms are not watersheds.
This paper is organized as follows. We rst review the IFT{watershed from labeled
marker (Se tion 2) and demonstrate that its ost map is identi al to the output of the
sup-re onstru tion algorithm (Se tion 3). We then introdu e the IFT{watershed from gray
s ale marker and its eÆ ient algorithm in Se tion 4, and present a further improvement
to this algorithm for on-the- y labeling of the at hment basins with bounded ost. We
summarize all variations of the presented IFT-watershed, giving time measurements and
illustrative examples in 2D and in 3D. In Se tion 5, we demonstrate why other re onstru tion
algorithms are not watersheds. The on lusions are stated in Se tion 6.
2

The IFT{watershed from Labeled Markers

Many problems in image pro essing an be interpreted as an image partition problem based
on a given set of root pixels, where ea h root de nes an in uen e zone onsisting of the
pixels that are \more losely onne ted" to that root than to any other, in some appropriate
sense. The image foresting transform (IFT) redu es su h problems to the omputation of a
minimum- ost path forest in a dire ted graph whose nodes are the image pixels and whose
ar s are de ned by an adja en y relation N between pixels. We denote by N (p) the set of
pixels adja ent to the pixel p (i.e. its neighbors in the graph).
3

The ost of a path in this graph is determined by a suitable path- ost fun tion f , whi h
usually depends on lo al image properties along the path | su h as olor, gradient, and
pixel position. For suitable path- ost fun tions, one an hoose the minimum- ost paths so
that their union is an oriented forest, spanning the whole image. The nodes of a given tree
in the forest are by de nition the in uen e zone of the orresponding root.
The result of the IFT is an annotated image, that assigns to ea h pixel three attributes: its prede essor in the optimum path, the ost of that path, and the orresponding
root. Its solution is usually obtained in linear time and requires a variant of the Dijkstra/Moore/Dial's shortest-path algorithm [8, 9, 10℄.
In this framework, the watershed-from-markers [6℄ an be omputed by a single IFT [2℄,
without minima imposition, where the labeled markers are root pixels. In this ase, the
root map an be repla ed by a label map whi h orresponds to the at hment basins. The
path- ost fun tion f is given by:
m

fm (< p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn >)

(

=

f

=

g

max I (p1 ); I (p2 ); : : : ; I (pn )

+1

if p1 is a marker pixel
otherwise,

(1)

where p +1 2 N (p ) and I (p ) is the value of the pixel p in the image I .
i

i

i

i

The IFT{watershed from labeled markers may be simpli ed to the following algorithm:
Watershed from labeled markers using hierar hi al FIFO queue (HF Q).

Algorithm 1

Input
: input image,
: labeled marker image;
Output
: watershed at hment basins;
Auxiliary
: ost map, initialized to in
Initialization
1. for all pixels ( ) =
6 0
I

L

L

C

2.

L p

( ), insert

( )

C p

I p

p

in

HF Q

nity;

with ost

( );

C p

Propagation

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

while
not empty
remove from
;
for ea h 2 ( )
if ( ) maxf ( ) ( )g
HF Q

p

HF Q

q

C q

>

N p

C p ;I q

( ) maxfC (p); I (q )g;
Insert q in H F Q with ost
L(q )
L(p);
C q

( );

C q

Two points are worth dis ussing in the above algorithm. Note that the pixels in the
queue are never re-evaluated as required by the original Dijkstra/Moore/Dial algorithm [8,
9, 10℄. This was explained by Lotufo and Fal a~o in [2℄ and the reason is that all the in ident
ar s to a node have the same weight. The other parti ularity of this algorithm is the use
4

of a FIFO in the hierar hi al queue. This is desirable if one wants to have the in lusion
of a slight modi ation of the path- ost to make the at hment basin boundaries be in the
medial line of plateaus regions in the image. The FIFO property of the hierar hi al queue
an be modeled by a lexi ographi path- ost fun tion as pointed out in [2℄.
3

Morphologi al Re onstru tion

Morphologi al re onstru tion is a powerful operator in the framework of mathemati al morphology. It is the building blo k of onne ted operator design. In this paper, we will be
interested in the sup-re onstru tion, also alled dual re onstru tion, whi h is related to the
watershed. The gray s ale sup{re onstru tion of image I from marker image J , J  I is
given by:
J (I )

= 1 (J );

(2)

I ;B

where  (J ) =  (J ) _ I is the geodesi erosion,  (I ) is the gray s ale erosion of I by
the stru turing element B and _ is the pointwise maximum operator. The omposition
(I ) is the su essive appli ation of the operator n 1 times: ( (: : : ( (I )))). The supre onstru tion is a su essive sequen e of erosions of J by B , pointwise maximum with I
until stability.
An important property, proved by Vin ent [11℄, is that the sup-re onstru tion of I from
J is the same as sup-re onstru tion of I from R , where R is given by:
I ;B

B

B

n

RJ (p)

=

(

J

J (p)

J

if p is regional minima of J ,
otherwise:

1

(3)

The regional minima M of a gray s ale image is the largest onne ted omponent of
pixels with same gray s ale (plateau), su h that every neighbor pixel of M has a stri tly
higher value.Fig 3 shows the relationship between R and J .
J

R(J)

J

Figure 3: Fun tions R and J .
J

Vin ent [11℄ has des ribed several morphologi al re onstru tion algorithms. The one
based on a FIFO queue is reprodu ed below.
Algorithm 2

Input

I

Grays ale re onstru tion using a queue.

: gray s ale mask image,
: gray s ale marker image,

J

J



I

;
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Output : sup-re onstru tion of
Initialization
J

I

from

J

1. Compute RJ (p) by Eq. 3;
2. Insert the pixels in the regional minima of

J

in queue;

Propagation
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

while queue not empty
remove from queue;
for ea h 2 ( )
if ( ) ( ) and ( ) 6=
p

q

J q

N p

> J p

I q

( )

J q

( ) maxfJ (p); I (q )g;
Insert q in queue;
J q

Note that algorithms 1 and 2 are very similar. We laim that the ost map C of algorithm
1 is the sup-re onstru tion of I from any gray s ale marker fun tion J su h that:
RJ (p)

=

(

I (p)

1

if L(p) 6= 0;
otherwise:

(4)

We an state:
The ost map C in the algorithm 1 is the morphologi al re onstru tion of
from any marker image J su h that J  I and R is given by Eq. 4 (See Fig. 4).

Proposition 1

I

J

R

J2

1
0
0
1

J1

1
0

1
0

I

11
00

Figure 4: Fun tions I , R and two possible J : J 1, J 2.
J

Both initialization algorithms are equivalent, the pixels that are inserted in the
queue are the regional minima of J . In the watershed, the inserted pixels have value I (p)
at the markers. The others pixels not inserted in the queue have ost in nity. So, both
regional minima are equivalent and inserted in the queue. A ording to Vin ent [11℄, the
Proof 1

6

propagation order of the pixels does not matter in the re onstru tion. Therefore, we an
repla e the FIFO in algorithm 2 by the HFQ of algorithm 1.
Line 6 of algorithm 2 may be rewritten as: If J (q) > J (p) and I (q) < J (q), sin e J  I .
So J (q) must be greater than J (p) and greater than I (q), whi h is equivalent to line 6 of
algorithm 1, where C plays the role of J .

The onsequen e of this fa t is that the morphologi al re onstru tion, when implemented
by the HFQ, an simultaneously output the result of the re onstru tion and the at hment
basins of I that were propagated from the regional minima of the marker J . In the IFT
framework, the output of the re onstru tion is given by the ost map and the watershed
at hment basins by the root map. This result is not new, as we have presented in [2℄ that
the maximum ost fun tion of the IFT{watershed from markers intrinsi ally in ludes the
minima imposition, and re ently, and in more detail, with pra ti al illustrative examples,
we showed that the watershed-from-markers and the superior re onstru tion are obtained
at the same time by a single IFT [3℄. Here we prove this result by redu ing the algorithm
1 to algorithm 2.
A more important onsequen e of the above on lusion is that we an show that the
morphologi al re onstru tion of I from J , I  J , an be modeled as the ost map of an
IFT, where the path- ost fun tion f is given by:
r

fr (< p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn >)

= maxfJ (p1 ); I (p2 ); : : : ; I (p )g:
n

(5)

Note that J (p) is the initial ost of any path starting at p and all pixels p are root
andidates (we usually all them seed pixels ). Su h a marker fun tion an be seen as an
initial restri tion on the maximum path ost. However, sin e the ost of a path from
a pixel p to a pixel q may be less than J (q), only some andidate pixels will remain as
root pixels in the minimal- ost path forest. Moreover, we wish to use this formulation
to ompute simultaneously the morphologi al re onstru tion and the watershed transform,
without expli it omputation of any regional minima. This is addressed next.
4

The IFT{watershed From Gray S ale Marker

We an de ne the IFT{watershed of I from gray s ale marker J as the watershed transform
of I from the markers given by the regional minima of I sup-re onstru ted from J .
Before presenting the IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker algorithm, we will introdu e a further improvement in the algorithm by avoiding the expli it regional minima
dete tion of the marker fun tion, whi h is normally used to insert the pixels in the HFQ in
the initialization phase of the IFT algorithm. This is also a ontribution of this work that
is not published elsewhere.
The IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker has the same input as the morphologi al
sup{re onstru tion: I as the image and J as the marker, both gray s ale images. Our
simpli ation stems from the fa t that we a tually do not need to ompute the regional
minima, but only one pixel per regional minima. This pixel will be the representative of
the at hment basins (i.e. the root of a tree in the minimum- ost path forest). In the
7

initialization step, we set the initial root map su h that all pixels are potential andidates
to be root pixels. Instead of initializing the initial ost to in nity, we insert all pixels in the
HFQ with the initial ost given by J +1 and root pointer to p (i.e. R(p) p). The addition
of one to the initial ost is the essential part of the te hnique. When a pixel never visited is
removed from the HFQ, it be omes a root pixel. This pixel is the rst of its regional minima
( alled representative), and as su h, its ost value is orre ted by subtra ting one from the
urrent ost. The other pixels that belong to the same regional minima of the re onstru ted
image will have their ost updated in the HFQ and will have their root value pointed to the
representative of the regional minima. The same happes with the other pixels that belong
to the same at hing basins of the root pixel. Note that the root pixels are representatives
of the regional minima of the sup-re onstru ted image and not of the regional minima of J .
The te hnique of adding one makes the behavior of plateaus to be dealt with orre tly
a ording to the FIFO property of the HFQ, as all pixels in the HFQ will be updated
given that they were inserted in the queue with a higher initial ost. This removal from
and reinsertion in the HFQ for every pixel, ex ept the representative one of ea h regional
minima, is the pri e to pay for not omputing the regional minima expli itly. When the
HFQ is implemented eÆ iently, it is well worth to adopt the approa h just des ribed.
The IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker algorithm is presented below.
Algorithm 3

Input
Output

IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker

: gray s ale input image,
: gray s ale marker image, J  I ;
J : re onstru tion of I from J ,
R:
at hment basins of the watershed;

I

J

Initialization

1. for all pixels R(p)
2. Insert all pixels p in

p

with ost J (p)

HF Q

( ) + 1;

J p

Propagation

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

4.1

while queue not empty
remove from
if ( ) = then ( )
for ea h 2 ( )
if ( ) maxf ( )
p

;

HF Q

R p

p

q

J p

( )

J p

1;

N p

>
J p ; I (q )g
( ) maxfJ (p); I (q )g;
R(q )
R(p);
Update q in the H F Q with ost J (q );

J q

J q

Illustrative Examples

We illustrate algorithm 3 with an example of using the IFT{watershed from gray s ale
marker for ell segmentation.
Fig. 5a shows the original image K . The morphologi al gradient of K is omputed and
shown in Fig. 5b, whi h is the input image I for the watershed. Fig. 5 shows the gray
8

s ale marker image J whi h is omputed by the area losing of I by 200. This removes the
number of regional minima to avoid the oversegmentation. The resultant partitioned image
is shown in Fig 5d whi h is the watershed transform of I from the gray s ale marker J . The
lassi al way of doing this would be rst omputing image I1 as a re onstru tion of I from
J and then omputing the watershed transform of I1 .

(a)

(b)

()

(d)

Figure 5: Watershed from gray-s ale marker. a) input image, b) morphologi al gradient
(I ), ) marker image J as the area losing of I , d) watershed partitions.
Another typi al appli ation of the watershed transform is to split tou hing ells in
binary images, like some of the ones dete ted in the previous example. Note that there
are few ells that are onne ted. The lassi al solution to split these ells is to nd the
watershed at hment basins of the negation of the distan e transform, where the markers
are asso iated to ea h ell. In the illustration shown in Fig. 6, part (a) is the input binary
image of tou hing ells, part (b) is the inverse of the Eu lidean distan e transform. We
ompute the watershed partitions using the IFT-watershed of algorithm 3 of the negated
Eu lidean distan e transform from its gray s ale area losing as marker. The watershed
partitions are shown in part ( ). For illustration purpose we overlaid the binary image on
the watershed partition to show the split of tou hing ells. Finally, in part (d) we show the
interse tion of the (a) and ( ) with all dete ted ells.

9

(a)

(b)

()

(d)

Figure 6: Binary ell segmentation a) Input binary image with tou hing ells, b) Inverse
of the Eu lidean distan e transform of (a), ) watershed at hment basins of (b) from the
gray s ale marker used as the area losing of (b), superposed by the input binary image (a),
d) interse tion of the watershed at hment basins and the binary image.
4.2

On-the-Fly Labeling and Bounded Cost

The last appli ation motivated us to in lude a further improvement to the IFT{watershed
algorithm. The maximum pixel value in the negation of the distan e transform is normally
the maximum value in the data type used, alled k. It is not ne essary to propagate labels
and osts in this region, whi h is outside the binary ells. This requires a bounded path- ost
fun tion:
fb (< p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn >)

=

(

=
maxfJ (p1 ); I (p2 ); : : : ; I (p )g
if J (p1 ) and I (p ) < k, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n
+1
otherwise.
n

i

(6)

This fun tion an be simply and eÆ iently implemented by not inserting the pixels of
with value k in the queue. In addition to this modi ation, we an pro ess the label
map instead of the root map. Initially the label map is zero for all pixels. When a pixel,
whose label is zero, is removed from the HFQ, it means it was not propagated yet and it
is the representative of a new at hment basin, so a new label is assigned to it. In this
way, the output of the watershed is the label map, whi h is often the desirable output of
J
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the watershed transform. By applying these modi ations to the algorithm 3, we introdu e
algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4

ost

IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker with on-the- y labeling and bounded

Input
: gray s ale input image,
: gray s ale marker image,  ;
Output : re onstru tion of from ,
: at hment basin labels of the watershed, initialized to zero;
Auxiliary : variable initialized to zero;
Initialization
I

J

J

J

I

I

J

L

tag

1.
2.
3.

for all pixels
if ( ) then
J p

< k

Insert

Propagation
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

p

in

HF Q

while queue not empty
remove from
if ( ) = 0 then
p

with ost J (p)

( ) + 1;

J p

;

HF Q

L p

( ) 1;
+ 1; L(p) tag ;
for ea h q 2 N (p)
if J (q) > maxfJ (p); I (q)g
J (q )
maxfJ (p); I (q )g;
L(q )
L(p);
Update q in the H F Q with ost J (q );
( )

J p
tag

J p

tag

Using algorithm 4, the image shown in Fig. 6d is obtained dire tly without the omputation of the full watershed partitions of Fig. 6 .
4.3

Watershed from Binary Marker Image

For ompleteness, we present another variant of algorithm 3 to ompute the watershed
from a binary marker using the on-the- y labeling te hnique introdu ed in algorithm 4.
In this ase, the ost map (J ) is initialized to in nity and in the initialization phase of
the algorithm, only the marker pixels are inserted in the HFQ with ost one. To mimi
the minima imposition, I is set to zero for pixels under the marker and the zeros of I are
repla ed by ones. The propagation phase is exa tly the same as in algorithm 4, ex ept for
line 13 whi h is repla ed by removing the pixel from HFQ only if the pixel is under the
marker, followed by the insertion of the pixel in the HFQ.
Algorithm 5

Input

I

IFT{watershed from marker with on-the- y labeling

: gray s ale input image,
: binary marker image;

M
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Output : re onstru tion of , initialized to in nity,
: at hment basin labels of the watershed, initialized to zero;
Initialization
J

I

L

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

for all pixels
if ( ) then
M p

Insert p in H F Q with ost J (p)
( ) 0;
else I (p) maxfI (p); 1g;

1;

I p

Propagation
f Same as in algorithm 4. ex ept for line 13g:

13.
14.

if M (p) then Remove q from H F Q;
Insert q in the H F Q with ost J (q );

4.4

Summary of IFT-watersheds

We nish this se tion by summarizing all variations of the presented IFT{watershed transforms:
: (algorithm 1) This is the lassi al hierar hi al
queue-based watershed algorithm. The important point in the IFT framework is the
intrinsi sup-re onstru tion of the minima imposition integrated with the watershed
transform.

LM - watershed from labeled marker

: (algorithm 5) We presented a fast and simple
algorithm to ompute the watershed from markers with on-the- y labeling.

BM - watershed from binary marker

: (algorithm 4) This is the main ontribution of this work. It ombines sup-re onstru tion and watershed transform as they are
the same algorithm. Algorithm 4 dete ts and labels the at hment basins on-the- y.

GM - watershed from gray s ale marker

lassi al watershed : (algorithm 4) If the marker image is the same as input
image, the result of the watershed from gray s ale marker is the lassi al watershed,
where ea h regional minima is asso iated to ea h at hment basin.

CW -

We report in Table 1 the speed of ea h algorithm, when using 8 neighbors onne tivity.
The image used in the experiment is the morphologi al gradient of the image shown in
Fig 5a whi h has 576  902 pixels. We ompare three s enarios: in the rst, the image is
oversegmentated, in the se ond, the gray s ale image is properly segmented, and the third,
the binary ells is further segmented to ut tou hing ells. In all three appli ations we ompare our algorithms to Vin ent and Soille (VS) [12℄, based on immersion simulations. This
algorithm is neither based on the hierar hi al queue, nor requires the expli it omputation
of regional minima beforehand. The omputer used in the experiments was a Pentium III,
750 MHz.
12

S enario 1: oversegmentation
Vin ent and Soille (VS)
533 ms
algorithm 4 (CW)
657 ms
algorithm 1 (LM)
489 ms
algorithm 5 (BM)
492 ms
S enario 2: gray s ale segmentation
algorithm 4 (GM)
627 ms
sup-re onstru tion and VS 764 ms
S enario 3: binary segmentation
algorithm 4 (GM)
258 ms
sup-re onstru tion and VS 769 ms
Table 1: Speed evaluation
In the rst s enario, the image is oversegmented in 30309 at hment basins. From
Table 1 we an see that the speed of algorithms 1 and 5 are a little faster than VS, despite
their simpli ity when ompared to VS algorithm. Algorithm 4 is a little slower as it requires
all pixels, ex ept the representatives, to be inserted in the HFQ twi e.
In the se ond s enario, we ompute the watershed at hment basins of the gradient
image using as gray s ale marker the gray s ale area losing by 200 pixels of the gradient
image. The resultant image is shown in Fig. 5d. We see that our solution is faster than
the lassi al approa h to rst sup-re onstru t the gradient image by the marker and then
ompute the watershed.
For the third s enario, the tou hing ells of Fig. 6a are segmented by the watershed
trasform from gray s ale marker, where the mask image is the negation of the Eu lidean
distan e transform and the marker image is the result of its area losing by 6. Resultant
image is shown in Fig. 6d. In this ase our algorithm is about 3 times faster than the
lassi al solution. This is due the fa t the pixels are not propagated outside the binary ells
be ause of the bounded ost implementation.
The extension of the methods dis ussed here to 3D or higher dimensions is straightforward. The improvements of the IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker presented in
algorithm 4 be ome more pronoun ed for higher dimensions. In a 3D appli ation with
tou hed binary spheres in an 80  80  80 volume, algorithm 4 took 0.33 se onds to pro ess
while the separate sup-re onstru tion and VS watershed algorithms took 5.33 se onds, a
speed up fa tor of more than 16.
5

Why Other Re onstru tion Algorithms Are Not Watersheds

Using the IFT framework, we have shown that the morphologi al re onstru tion of I from
J , with I  J , is the ost map of a minimal- ost path forest with the path- ost fun tion f
given by Eq. 5.
r
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One of the simplest and most general shortest path algorithms is the one introdu ed by
Berge [13℄, whi h was designed for the lassi al distan e path- ost fun tion f :
sum

fsum (< p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn >)

= J (p1 ) + I (p2 ) + : : : + I (p ):
n

(7)

Berge's algorithm is based on a repetition until stability of the following situation that
must be true in the shortest path solution. For any two neighboring nodes, J (q)  J (p) +
I (q ). So this algorithm is a repetition in any s anning order of neighboring pixels of the
above relation. This algorithm an also ompute the root map of the forest partitioning.
Algorithm 6

Berge shortest path.

Initialization
( )

R p

;

p

repeat until stability, using any s anning order
if ( )  ( ) + ( ) 2 ( )
J q

J p

I q ;q

( ) + I (q );
R(p);

( )
R(q )
J q

N p

J p

For the re onstru tion algorithm, we have shown that the path- ost fun tion is given by
whi h is based on the maximum pixel value in the path. Interesting is the fa t that the
Berge algorithm in this ase an ompute the ost map orre tly, but not the root map.
Rewriting the Berge algorithm using the path- ost fun tion f and omputing only the
ost map, we arrived at the following algorithm.
fr

r

Algorithm 7

Berge minimal- ost path with

fr .

Initialization
( )

R p

;

p

repeat until stability, using any s anning order
if ( )  maxf ( ) ( )g 2 ( )
J q

( )

J q

J p ;I q

;q

maxfJ (p); I (q )g;

N p

whi h is the morphologi al re onstru tion reported by Vin ent [11℄ when the pixels an be
updated in any s anning order.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to in orporate the root map updating in the Berge
algorithm, as we an demonstrate with a simple illustrative example. Suppose we have the
small numeri image illustrated in Fig. 7a. The image has two basins and ea h one has
a non-in nity marker pixel with a small dot and a small square below the pixel value, as
shown in the gure. If we s an the pixels in raster order, from left to right and up to down,
using the Berge algorithm, the result of the rst s an is presented in Fig. 7b. After the
anti-raster s an order (left and up neighbors), note that the two top-right pixels with values
5 and 7 remained rooted at the squared dot marker, as their osts are already orre t after
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Figure 7: Berge algorithms are not watersheds: (a) initial image two markers; (b) raster
s an right-down; ( ) anti-raster left-up.
the rst s an. Only the s anning order of the hierar hi al queue propagates the root in the
in reasing path- ost order and as su h an guarantee the orre t omputation of the root
map in the path- ost fun tion f .
It is possible to ompute the watershed transform algorithm using the Berge algorithm
only if the path- ost fun tion is in the form of a distan e fun tion of type f . This is
exa tly the ase presented by Meyer in [14℄ with the de nition of the topographi distan e.
In summary, the morphologi al re onstru tion and the watershed transform are well
explained by the minimal- ost path forest using the f path- ost fun tion. The Dijkstra /
Moore / Dial shortest path algorithm an ompute the ost map (re onstru tion) and the
root map (watershed) of the minimal- ost path forest. The Berge algorithm using the f
path- ost fun tion an only ompute the ost map (re onstru tion). This latter algorithm
belongs to the lass of the parallel re onstru tion algorithms. If it is desirable to ompute the
watershed using the Berge algorithm be ause of its suitability to hardware implementation,
the topographi distan e must be used.
r

sum

r

r

6

Con lusions and Comments

In this paper, we have shown several results. We had previously pointed out that the
morphologi al re onstru tion algorithm based on the hierar hi al queue is also a watershed
transformation [3℄. In this work, we have demonstrated this result by showing the equivalen e of the morphologi al re onstru tion algorithm using a FIFO queue and the ost map
of the IFT{watershed-from-markers algorithm.
We have onsolidated the importan e of the IFT framework, where the image is modeled
by a graph and the minimal- ost path forest is omputed resulting in three maps: ost, root,
and prede essor maps. In this ontext, the morphologi al re onstru tion is the ost map of
a minimal- ost path forest using the path- ost fun tion f (p) of the maximum pixel values
in the path and the pixel value of the gray s ale marker fun tion at p. We have shown
that the Berge shortest path algorithm works for the omputation of the minimal path- ost
(re onstru tion), but does not work for the omputation of the root map ( at hment basins),
for this kind of path- ost. This is the reason why non-ordered queue based re onstru tion
algorithms are not watersheds.
We have introdu ed the IFT{watershed from gray s ale marker whi h is a new on ept
where the watershed is not omputed from a set of labeled markers but from a gray s ale
fun tion. This on ept puts together several steps used in lassi al watershed-based segmentation strategies in a single algorithm. We have shown that the lassi al watershed is a
r
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spe ial ase of the watershed from gray s ale marker.
We have presented a family of eÆ ient and simple IFT{watershed algorithms whi h
omputes simultaneously the watershed and the sup-re onstru tion and avoids the expli it
omputation of the regional minima of the marker fun tion and generate on-the- y labeling
of the at hment basins.
We introdu e a variation based on bounded ost where the labels are not propagated
within undesirable regions, making the watershed mu h faster, spe ially in the popular appliation of utting tou hing binary blobs. This eÆ ien y be omes higher for high-dimensional
image pro essing.
7
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